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ABC System

Welcome to my writeup for the Mercedes Ac ve Body Control (ABC) Suspension System.

In July of 2014, I purchased a used 2003 Mercedes SL500 with 80,000 miles on it. And within
days the infamous "ABC Drive Carefully" message started appearing on the dash. That was
my introduc on to the ABC system. From reading various Mercedes forums, I was shocked
to learn how unreliable this ABC system is and how expensive it is to repair. I decided that if
I was going to keep the SL500, then I was going to become an expert in this system, and be
prepared to do many of the repairs myself in order to keep the maintenance costs under
control.

I've spent countless hours reading message board discussions and finding diagrams on the ABC system.
What follows is what I have learned so far. I am publishing this in the hopes it will save others hours of
reading message board posts to understand what is going wrong with their system, and give some advice
on what to do when problems occur.

Trouble Shoo ng Summary:

Here is a cheat sheet to help determine the cause of a problem and what ac on to take. If you aren't
interested in how the system works and just want to know what to do, this table should suffice.

The remainder of this document goes into more detail on how each component of the system works, how
to recognize when they fail, and what courses of ac on to fix them. There is also advice on how to reduce
the ownership costs related to the ABC system, how to maintain it, and other valuable informa on.

In most cases, I trip to a MB dealer or Independent (Indy) workshop with the STAR / SDS system will be
necessary. Be prepared to pay $100-150 for a "diagnos c fee", since it is necessary to get the error codes to
know what ac on to take.

Symptom Cause Ac on to Take

"Drive Carefully" or "Visit
Workshop" appears for a few
seconds when hi ng a bump or
dip in the road.

This may or may not be
accompanied by fluid
overflowing from the reservoir.

One or more of the accumulators
has failed and is no longer
supplying pressure to help fill the
struts when needed.

Pull and inspect the front and rear
axle accumulators - each are part
number 2203270115 (the large
ones). Replace as necessary.

Given these accumulators only cost
about $150 each, you should
seriously consider just replacing
them regardless of what you find,
as a preventa ve maintenance
investment.

One or more corners of the car
sags or lowers when parked.

Per MB, it is normal for the car to
sag a er a couple of weeks given
the design of the valve blocks. If a

The first ac on is to change the ABC
fluid filter, perform a procedure
called a "rodeo" that exercises the
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corner sags a er only a few days,
then you should be concerned.

Assuming there are no puddles of
hydraulic fluid on the garage floor,
then this is a leaky valve block.

Possibil es are:

   1) Gunk has built up on the seats
of the valves (the shutoff valve in
par cular) preven ng a good seal
   2) The o-rings in the valve have
deteriorated.

Either way, fluid leaks past the
valves and returns to the reservoir.

system, and then replace the filter
again. This will some mes clear up
the problem, at least temporarily.
This will cost around $300. If the
fluid is old, you should strongly
consider having it flushed, which
will cost another $200.

If the filtering fails, and if you are
capable of DIY repairs, then there
are write-ups showing how to pull
these blocks and clean them. It is
also a good idea to replace the
o-rings just in case one of them is
the cause. Cost for this procedure is
less than $100. Results vary.

You last op on is to have the valve
block replaced. This will cost
around $2,000, or around $1,250 if
DIY.

"Drive Carefully" or "Visit
Workshop" appears on the dash
every me you start the car and
stays on. It never goes away

There is a malfunc on in the ABC
system somewhere. The ABC
system no ced a problem when
star ng up and has disabled itself,
locking the struts in their current
posi on.  Depending on how low
the struts are, this may result in
what many people describe as a
"tuna boat" ride.

Possibili es are:

A loose connec on to
a sensor

1.

A sensor has failed2.
The pump has failed3.
The system has a fluid
leak causing a loss of
fluid, preven ng the
system from ge ng
up to opera ng
pressure.

4.

Check the fluid levels in the
reservoir. If empty do not a empt
to start or drive the car. If you run
the pump dry it will be ruined...a
$2,500 repair! Go the parts store
for a quart of "Pentosin CHF 11S"
fluid and fill to the upper mark
before star ng the engine.

Check the underside of the car for
any signs of fluid leak.

If the system is unable to hold it's
fluid long enough for a drive to the
workshop, then have the car
towed.

Take the car to the dealer or a
workshop with a Mercedes STAR
diagnos c system (SDS). If the
problem is not leak related, then
you will need the diagnos c codes
to determine what component is
having the problem.

"Drive Carefully" or "Visit
Workshop" comes on the dash
and stays. Stopping and star ng
the car some mes resets things
back to normal for a while.

Possibili es are:
The pump is weak,
resul ng in
inconsistent
performance.
Some mes the ABC
system reaches
opera ng pressure,
some mes not.

1.

A strut travel sensor2.

Take the car to the dealer or a
workshop with a Mercedes STAR
diagnos c system (SDS). It will
have diagnos c codes indica ng the
problem.

If it is the pump, low pressure error
codes will have been logged.

Confirm by
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may be going bad.
Some strut mo on
from driving gets it
working again.

Rule out accumulators
with SDS diag test

1.

Monitoring pressure
during a rodeo. If it can
make it through the
rodeo without the
pressure dropping
below 100 bars, the
pump is fine.

2.

A strut sensor problem will have
error codes logged for it as well.

You can hear a hum or whine
under 2000 rpm. Is present
both in gear and out of gear.

The pulsa on dampener has worn
out.

There are lots of pumps and other
non-ABC components that produce
noises like this on these vehicles, so
try to located the source of the
noise using a stethoscope or long
screwdriver.

The ABC component most likely to
cause this noise is the pulsa on
dampener. The loca on varies by
model. On the R230 it is located in
the front-le  wheel well. Other
models will have it a ached to the
undercarriage near the
transmission.

Replace the dampener. Cost is
around $175 and is a rela vely
simple DIY project.  Or around
$600-800 if you have a shop do it.

ABC System Overview

The ABC system can be found predominantly on the following Mercedes models.

R230 SL Class (2003-2012 : SL320, SL500, SL550, SL55 AMG, SL600, SL65 AMG)
W215 CL class (2000-2006 : CL500, CL600, CL55 AMG)

The system consists of the following components: The exact loca on will vary on whether you have an CL
or an SL series. But the design is the same as well as the part numbers.
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Component Purpose

ABC Control Module Controls the system.

Pump Supplies hydraulic pressure for the system

Pulsa on Dampener Smooths out the pressure from the pump (P/N 2203270215)

High Pressure Check Valve Regulates system pressure at 190 bars

Pressure Sensor Reports the system pressure to the control module

Front Axle Valve Block Controls le ng fluid in and out of the front struts, based on
commands from the control module

Rear Axle Valve Block Controls le ng fluid in and out of the rear struts, based on
commands from the control module

Front Axle Accumulator Stores fluid and pressure for the front struts, assis ng the
pump by supplying the on-demand pressure needed to fill the
front struts. (P/N 2203270115)

Rear Axle Accumulator Stores fluid and pressure for the rear struts, assis ng the
pump by supplying the on-demand pressure needed to fill the
rear struts. (P/N 2203270115)

Struts Connects the chassis to the wheels and the coil spring inside absorbs
vibra on. Pumping hydraulic fluid into the strut s ffens the spring and
raises the vehicle.

Return Accumulator Evens out the pressure on the return side of the hydraulic
system (once the fluid leaves the struts) (P/N 2203270415)

Return Pressure Check Valve Regulates the return side pressure at 10 bars

Oil cooler A small radiator that cools the hydraulic fluid

Reservoir Stores extra fluid for raising the ride height and pressurizing the
accumulators and replacing any leaked fluid.

Strut posi on sensors Reports to the control module the posi on of each strut

Ride height sensors Reports to the control module how high each corner is

Mo on sensors Reports to the control module what the car is doing mo on-wise
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ABC System Design

Pictured below is the schema c for the hydraulic por on of the ABC system. I've found this diagram to be
the most informa ve of any of the diagrams out there on the ABC system. Taking me to understand this
diagram is key to understanding how the ABC system works, and will prepare you to have an intelligent
conversa on with the repair technician and tell if the tech understands the ABC system or not.

Going on a brief tour of the diagram…the ABC fluid starts its travel at the fluid reservoir(2). From the
reservoir it is drawn into the pump(1). The pump pushes the fluid to an assembly(52) containing a
pulsa on dampener(52a) that reduces vibra on, a check valve (52b) that regulates the pressure at 190
bars, and a pressure sensor (B4/5) that reports the pressure to the control module. From there the fluid
travels to the front and rear valve blocks(Y36/1 and Y36/2) which manage the amount of fluid in the
struts(40,41). Accumulators(4,14) are a ached to each valve block to store fluid and pressure for filling
the strut. The control module commands the valves to open or close which allows fluid to enter or leave
the struts. When the fluid leaves the struts, it travels through a temperature sensor(B40/1),  and then
through the oil cooler(9) and back to the reservoir(2). An accumulator (53) helps even out the spikes in
the return side pressure caused by the struts le ng out fluid.

There is also the electronics side of the design.
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The control module monitors all the sensors in the system and decides how much fluid should be in each
strut. It reevaluates 10 mes per second.

All these sensors and valve solenoids are wired to the ABC control module. Failure of any of these
sensors will disable the ABC system, causing an "ABC Drive Carefully" or "ABC Visit Workshop" message
on the dash. The message will be in white or red depending on the severity. The error condi on will also
get logged for later viewing by diagnos c tools. Electronic issues with the ABC system are rather rare. The
majority of issues are hydraulic related.

Driving the car while the ABC warning message is on the dash can be very dangerous, especially at
highway speed. Hence the "Drive Carefully" message. The system is in limp mode allowing you to get the
car do the workshop. It is not to be ignored.

Should the ride height of any of the 4 corners of the car fall to an unacceptable level, the ABC system will
display a "Too Low" warning. You should pull over immediately or risk damage from the res coming into
contact with the wheel wells, not to men on a possible accident that might occur from that happening. It
is be er to deal with the inconvenience of having the car towed rather than incur expensive repairs to
the car.

Mercedes dealerships and other workshops that work frequently on Mercedes vehicles will have the
STAR Diagnos c System, referred to as SDS or STAR. It is so ware that runs on a laptop along with
various interface cables. It was developed by Mercedes for their vehicles. It connects to the various
control units on the car (like the ABC system), and can retrieve error codes, examine the current values of
sensors, execute diagnos c rou nes, calibrate sensors, view the error history logs, etc.

The major ABC components…their purpose, how they fail, and
what to do.
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Pump

The power steering and ABC pump are integrated into one unit, referred to as a Tandem Pump. Although
the two pumps share the same pulley and sha , they are separate components otherwise. It is possible
for the ABC pump to fail but the power steering pump is fine (and vice versa). But if one fails, both have
to be replaced since they are one unit.

The pump is lubricated by the fluid, so it is important it never run dry. If you are having fluid leaks be
sure to keep a close eye on the fluid level in the reservoir. Should the fluid run dry the pump will be
destroyed, and it will shed debris with sharp edges into the ABC system. This will generate problems with
downstream components for years to come.

There seems to be some consensus that the average life of a pump is around 60-80K. Like any
component, some will fail sooner and some may last much longer. Pumps cost around $2,500 to replace.

Integrated into the pump is a suc on restrictor(Y86/1) or thro le valve. It is wired to the control module
and open and closes based on the voltage supplied to it. The opening and closing of this valve controls
the rate of flow from the reservoir into the pump.

The pump may fail one of two ways.

It goes completely and cannot generate any pressure.1.
The pump wears and cannot maintain steady pressure as it did before. It progressively gets
worse, making error messages on the dash more frequent and more persistent.

2.

The pump failing completely should be pre y obvious to diagnose. The ABC "visit workshop" or "drive
carefully" message will appear shortly a er the car is started, and the message will stay on. The car will
not raise on command either. SDS error codes will indicate inadequate or no pressure.

It is important to remember that when the ABC warning message stays on the dash, the ABC system is
disabled, effec vely in "limp mode". The valves to the struts are locked closed, allowing you to drive to
the workshop. The quality of the ride is o en described as a "tuna boat" ride, depending on what height
the struts were locked at. The switch to raise or lower the ride height will also be disabled.

If the pump is weak, you should also get ABC "Drive Carefully" and "Visit Workshop" messages, but they
will be intermi ent in nature. If the pressure drops too low at any point, the ABC system disables itself
and displays the message on the dash. It stays disabled un l the car is shutoff and restarted. In many
cases you can restart the car and the system will pressurize successfully, and the error message will clear.
The car works normally again for a while. There will also be pressure related error codes logged as well.

Some owners report the ABC system operates fine when the car is cold, but the error messages start
appearing a er the car has warmed up. The reverse also seems to be reported. Temperature does seem
to be a factor.

It is also suggested the suc on valve may be the culprit, and not the pump itself. But unfortunately the
valve is not sold separately, it comes with the pump. Check to make sure +5 volts or more is present at
the suc on valve if the pump is not producing pressure in order to rule out wiring or control module
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issues.

Some owners report a grinding or growling sound the pump goes bad.

It should also be noted that low pressure codes do not necessarily mean the pump. Accumulators can
fail leading to intermi ent low pressures (when hi ng bumps). The suc on restrictor valve could be
malfunc oning. The pressure check valve could be malfunc oning. The pressure sensor itself could be
malfunc oning.

There is a SDS diagnos c test to measure the health of the accumulators (pressure reservoirs). Before
replacing a pump, always run this test to rule out the accumulators being the cause of intermi ent
pressure problems.

The best way to know for sure if the pump is bad is to monitor the pressure while doing a rodeo. The
rodeo will stress the system, and even a good pump will see about a 1/3 pressure drop at mes. So if the
car can get through the rodeo successfully, then the pump is probably fine. If there are s ll pressure
related codes being generated a er passing a rodeo, I would recommend inves ga ng some of the other
possibili es men oned earlier.

h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/a achments/r230-sl-class/895217d1397771677-abc-pump-
informa on-change-part-number-r-i-high-pressure-pump..pdf
h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/a achments/r230-sl-class/888065d1397470652-abc-pump-
informa on-change-part-number-ini al-opera on-new-tandem-pump-ar32.50

Pulsa on Dampener / Pressure Check Valve / Pressure Sensor Assembly

These three components are grouped together into the same assembly. They are the first set of
components immediately a er the pump.

There is a pulsa on dampener(52a) a ached to the assembly, part number 2203270215. It is a black
sphere. It is similar in design to the other three accumulators in the system (nitrogen gas behind a
rubber membrane), but much smaller. Since the fluid flow from the pump is "choppy" given the nature
of its design, something is needed to smooth out these waves or vibra ons in the fluid. This is the job of
the dampener. Air behind the rubber membrane acts as a cushion and evens out the pressure, much like
a gas shock absorber removes road vibra on.

There is also a check valve (52b) integrated into the assembly. It is a passive device, not ac vely
controlled by the control module. It will open when the pressure exceeds its designed limit (~190 bars),
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allowing any excess pressure to be bled off. Its job is to regulate the system pressure.

Lastly, there is a pressure sensor (B4/5) a ached to the assembly, and it is wired to the control module.
A resistor inside the sensor alters the voltage passing through the sensor based on the amount of
pressure applied to it. At zero pressure the voltage is around 0.6 volts. At full pressure it is at 5 volts. The
control module monitors this voltage, and infers the system pressure from it.

There is a inverse rela onship between the voltage from the pressure sensor and the voltage supplied to
the pump suc on valve. Then the voltage from the pressure sensor is low (the system needs more
pressure), the voltage to the suc on valve will be high (open up the valve and give me more), and vice
versa.

So what can go wrong with these components?

1) The pulsa on dampener could fail. The rubber membrane inside of it eventually breaks down, and
the dampening ability is lost. You will hear a humming sound caused by the fluid vibra on. The ABC
system will func on normally though, although the vibra ons will stress the system if not addressed. I
don't believe the control module will no ce this, so no error codes or warning messages will appear. Just
a loud annoying hum.

2) The check valve could be opening at too high a pressure. The control module should detect the
overpressure and shut the ABC system down and display an ABC error message on the dash. It should
also log the error.

3) The check valve opens at too low a pressure. I don't think it is a likely scenario but it is theore cally
possible. In this scenario the control module will sense the need for more pressure and tell the suc on
valve on the pump to open up, and meanwhile the check valve will constantly route all that extra fluid
back to the reservoir in an endless loop. If the pressure that this is occurring at is below the acceptable
pressure to operate the ABC system, the control module will shutdown the ABC system and display a
warning on the dash. If this endless loop is occurring at a pressure above the minimum but below the
ideal, then the system will operate normally but the pump will be working extra hard. I'm guessing the
control module would not no ce this situa on. It won't be able to tell the difference between a weak
pump and a check valve le ng off pressure too soon. But a constant 5V at the suc on valve would
indicate the pump is working full thro le all the me.

4) The pressure sensor is not working correctly. It could fail. There could be a loose connec on between
the sensor and the control module. It could be sluggish in responding to pressure changes. Or it could
just be wrong about the pressure it is sensing. The control module should be able to detect a loose
connec on or a completely failed sensor and log an error code to that effect. That leaves the sensor
repor ng the wrong pressure. If the sensor is repor ng higher then normal, then the control module will
be seeing what it thinks are overpressure situa ons, and will shut down the ABC system and give a dash
warning and log error codes. If the sensor is repor ng lower pressure than actual, then either 1) in
extreme cases the control module will think the system is below normal opera ng pressure and will
shutdown the ABC system along with dash warnings and error codes. It could mimic a pump failure. 2) if
a minor case, the normal drops in pressure will be more exaggerated from the control module's
perspec ve, leading to intermi ent "drive carefully" messages and occasional ABC system shutdowns.

5) Occasionally the o-ring that provides the seal for the pressure sensor will fail, causing a fluid leak.
There is a repair kit available (part number A2203201158) for approximately $80. Don't let the workshop
convince you that you need to replace the en re assembly, a $1,250 part. If the kit is not available, the
shop should be able to improvise something with a similar sized sealing washer (like those used for oil
drain plugs).

Accumulators
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The accumulators (#4,#14,#53 on the hydraulic diagram above), are o en referred to as a "air cell" or
"nitrogen ball". They are black spheres that contain nitrogen gas (air) trapped behind a rubber
membrane. Hydraulic fluid is allowed to travel in and out of the sphere based on the pressure
differen al between the rest of the system and the air on the other side of the membrane. The
compressed air in the accumulator pushes back against the fluid and can either absorb pressure or
supply pressure.

There are three accumulators placed strategically in the system. The two larger ones(4 and 14), part
number 220 327 01 15, are a ached to each of the two valve blocks and they provide the pressure
necessary to add fluid to the struts when the valves open. The pump's job is just to keep these two
accumulators topped off. These two are the most cri cal ones that will cause problems when they fail.
The third accumulator(#53), part number 220 327 04 15, is o en referred to as the "center" or "return"
side accumulator. It is smaller than the other two and it's job is to smooth out the spikes in pressure that
result when fluid is being let out of the struts. These accumulators are o en overlooked since many
techs do not understand their true func on in the system. They are much more than just fluid
repositories.

The pulsa on dampener(52a), part number 220 327 02 15, is arguably an accumulator as well. The
design is the same. Its size and posi on in the system has it serving a different purpose though. It is to
even out the vibra ons in the fluid from the pump. When it fails you get this classic humming sound.

These accumulators wear out. Like any sort of wear part, how fast depends on a lot of factors. 60K-80K
miles seems the norm from what I read. Your mileage may vary based on the age of the car, driving
condi ons, how clean the ABC fluid has been maintained, and so forth.

So, what can we take away from all this?

1) The dampener and return accumulator are important in that they smooth out the system pressure.
Keeping those healthy will reduce stress on the system.

2) If the two larger accumulators(4 and 14, P/N 220 327 01 15)  that provide pressure to fill the struts
were to weaken or fail, then there will be momentary drops in system pressure. It will be most
no ceable when the car hits a bump or drop in the road, which requires fluid to be added quickly to the
struts to compensate. The control module is monitoring system pressure and when it sees the pressure
drop, it puts the "Drive Carefully" warning on the dash. When the pump catches up moments later the
message goes away.

Shop techs who hookup the SDS tool and see "low pressure" codes in the logs o en conclude that the
pump needs replacement, when in reality one of the main accumulators have failed.

So how do you tell if your accumulators are in good shape?

There is a SDS diagnos c test for them.  It charges up the accumulators and then measures how long to
takes to discharge. The workshop tech may not be aware of this test, or think to run it because he
doesn't understand their func on in the system. Always run this test to rule out accumulator problems
before replacing a pump.
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Observing the dip s ck levels. If an accumulator has failed, the accumulator will fill with hydraulic fluid
and the air will eventually work its way out. The fluid level in the reservoir will then drop.  Now if you
a empt to top off the ABC fluid, the reservoir will start to overflow each me you shut the car off. The
reason being the blown accumulator is causing the ABC system to use more fluid to operate than
normal. So the takeaway is that a sudden drop in fluid level (with no leaks anywhere) may indicate an
accumulator has recently blown. And if you can successfully manage your ABC fluid levels at the correct
marks on the dips ck, you accumulators are probably fine.

Visual inspec on. The front accumulator is easily accessible and removable. The rear one on the R230 is
rather difficult as it is in the rear wheel well and the assembly holding the valve block and accumulator is
rather difficult to pull out. I believe the rear accumulator on the W215 model is more easily accessible. If
you are pulling the valve blocks for any reason, it is a good idea to inspect the associated accumulators.
If they are good, the rubber membrane should be near the entrance to the sphere. If they are bad or
"blown", you can reach a considerable distance into it. Be careful and don't use anything pointed that
could damage the rubber membrane. Of course pulling any part in the system does introduce risk of
contaminants ge ng into the system. The risk/reward decision is up to you. And given how rela vely
inexpensive the accumulators are (~ $150-200) rela ve to the labor involved, you should consider just
replacing them anyway as a maintenance investment if you have the opportunity.

There is a test being advocated on the internet that involves pushing down on the bumpers and making
sure there is minimal movement. But it is bogus. Even when working correctly the front will be s ff and
the rear will have a lot of movement to it. The reason why the test is bogus is that that when the car is
shut off or the transmission is in park, the shutoff valves are engaged, preven ng any fluid from entering
or leaving the struts. The struts are isolated from the rest of the system, including the accumulators. I've
seen more than one owner mistakenly convinced they have a bad rear accumulator because of this bad
advice.

To recap, there are two common symptoms that point to your accumulators failing. The brief "ABC Drive
Carefully" messages on the dash, and the reservoir overflowing a few minutes a er the car is shut off.

Here are some DIY resources:
h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/r230-sl-class/1742594-r230-abc-rear-valve-block-accumulator.html

h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/r230-sl-class/1996449-abc-change-front-rear-pressure-
reservoirs.html

Valve Blocks

The valve blocks job control the amount of fluid in each of the 4 struts. There are two valve blocks, one for
the front struts and one for the rear struts.

Front Valve Block Rear Valve Block

the accumulator a aches to the other side of the
bracket

with the center or 'return side" accumulator
a ached
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For each strut, there are two valves.

The main control valve (y1) is a 3-posi on valve. In the outer posi on it allows fluid to enter the strut, in its
center posi on it closes off the strut, and in the inner posi on it allows fluid to leave the strut. When the
ABC system is ac ve, this valve is doing all the work.

The other valve (y2) is the shut-off valve that sits between the main control valve and the strut. It's purpose
is to lock the struts at their current fluid levels when the ABC system is not in opera on. When the car is not
running or the transmission is not in gear, this valve is closed. When the car is put into drive or reverse, the
valve will open and allow the fluid levels to be managed by the main control valve. If the control module
senses a malfunc on and disables itself, it will also close this shut-off valve for safety reasons.

So each valve block has 4 valves in it in total. These valves open and close based on voltage being supplied
to them by the ABC control unit.

These valve blocks rarely fail outright. What happens is that contaminants in the hydraulic fluid builds on
the seat of the valves, or the o-rings in the valve deteriorate. Either way, the valve no longer makes a good
seal. As a result, fluid slowly escapes past the shut-off valve (y2) and the main control valve(y1) and returns
back to the reservoir. This causes the strut to lower and the corner of the car to sag while parked.

It is important to remember that the car sagging a er a couple of weeks is completely normal, according to
Mercedes.  The tolerances in the design of the valve block will allow some leakage to occur over me. The
height should return to normal when using the ride height bu on.

It is possible (although rare) the car sagging is a fluid leak, such as the line between the valve and the strut,
or a leak in the strut itself. If the leak is severe enough to cause no ceable sagging while parked, there
should be obvious signs of the leak such as puddles on the garage floor.

When the car is running, the control module will compensate for any leaks in the valves. It is constantly
monitoring levels and adjus ng as necessary. The sagging would only occur when the car is parked and shut
off.

If you are having issues with a corner of the car not being a the correct level when running, or exhibi ng
other odd ac vity, then you probably have a sensor issue or calibra on issue.

Some mes a "C1531"suspension strut moves although locking valve is closed" error code will get
logged..most likely while is stop and go traffic or idling at stop lights. It generally indicates the valves are
s cking or jamming from being held s ll too long. 2007+ model years have a so ware update to periodically
move the valve a li le to reduce this. So you probably shouldn't get too concerned about these errors in
your logs unless it is crea ng problems. Using the ride height bu on may help in this situa on to force the
valve to move.

Unless the sagging problem while parked is severe, it is not an urgent problem that you have to rush to the
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repair shop for. You can monitor the situa on over me and decide when it has reached the point you want
to fix it. In the mean me be careful not to let the corner sink all the way down while parked, as the wheel
well may come into contact with the res. Be sure to park with the wheels oriented straight ahead to avoid
wheel well damage, and to start the car periodically to pump up the strut.

You should also be sure to keep an eye on the reservoir fluid levels. If too much fluid leaves the struts, it
may overflow the reservoir. Then when you start the car and the struts are pumped back up, the system
may be extremely low on fluid, which may cause pressure problems and/or damage the pump. It would be
wise to carry a spare quart of ABC fluid in trunk for this situa on.

If and when you have to fix the valve blocks, you op ons are to:

1) Filter the fluid (requires two filters) and perform a rodeo (a test that exercises the system) . Cost would
be around $200-300. If the cause is debris rather than an o-ring, then it may dislodge some debris from the
valves, but the results will be marginal and probably temporary. Sort of like trying to clean a fry pan by just
running water over it. If the ABC fluid is older that 40K miles, many on the forum would suggest replacing
the fluid as well (about $250+labor).

2) Overhaul the valve assembly. This is not an approved MB procedure. Many members have reported
success in pulling the valves and cleaning them. Replacing the o-rings is also a good idea, but it may take
some research to find suitable replacements since there are no MB part numbers for them. There are also
DIY write-ups and a youtube video as well. Your local Indy shop may be willing to do this for you, with no
guarantees of course. Parts cost would be minimal and labor cost around $1,000.

3) Replace the valve block assembly. This will run you around $2,000. If saving money isn't a concern then
this is the best op on to fix the problem.

Anyway, valve blocks leaking is a very common problem and is also the easiest component to diagnose. If
the car sags when parked, and there are no signs of fluid leakage, then you have a leaky valve block. There
aren't any other explana ons.

I've read numerous reports where repair shop told owners they need new pumps or struts to fix this issue.
If you are told this go to another repair shop since the tech clearly doesn't understand the design of the ABC
system and is grasping at straws(at your expense).

Here are some DIY resources:
h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqkfz2LRoPQ
h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/r230-sl-class/1635269-abc-valve-cleaning-diy.html

Reservoir

The purpose of the reservoir is to provide a place to store
fluid when not in use.  The green arrow points to the
dips ck loca on. The dips ck has two marks. The lower
one for when the engine is running. A higher one for when
the system is shutoff. When all is well and there are no
leaks, you should never have to top off the fluid levels.
Dropping fluid levels indicates a leak in the system
somewhere.

The fact that the dips ck mark for when the car is running
is lower than the one for when the car is off indicates it is
normal for some fluid to flow from the ABC system back to
the reservoir when the car is shut off and the system
depressurizes. Remember that fluids do not compress.
What happens is that the accumulators hold fluid when the
system is under pressure, and the amount of fluid returned
is propor onal to the amount of fluid being held there
during opera on. It can take 5-10 minutes for the system to
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depressurize, so be pa ent before taking measurements or
beginning repairs.

So, if the reservoir overflows, the possibili es are:

It is a common to mistake the dips ck marks as "minimum" and "maximum" levels, especially since
the marks are labeled in German.  So owners (and some mes workshop techs) fill the fluid to the
top mark by mistake while the car is running, or they top off the fluid too soon a er shu ng the
engine off (remember it it takes a few minutes for the system to fully depressurize and the fluid to
return).  The end result will be the fluid overflowing the reservoir. It won't hurt anything, but it will
make a mess of the engine compartment.

1.

An accumulator membrane has blown completely, releasing its nitrogen gas into the system. Then
the system depressurizes and the gas expands, pushing fluid into the reservoir and overflowing it.

2.

The accumulator membrane is s ll intact, but much of the gas opposing the fluid has permeated the
membrane over me. As a result, it takes more volume of fluid in the chamber to reach the same
pressure as before. When the car is shut down and the system depressurizes, the accumulator
dumps its fluid and the volume exceeds what the reservoir was designed for.

3.

So the take away is that the reservoir overflowing fluid out the dip s ck cap is a pre y clear sign of one or more
bad accumulators. If you also find you need to keep your fluid levels somewhat below normal to keep the
reservoir from overflowing, it indicates your accumulators are worn out and will likely go soon.

Now if the level of fluid gets too low in the reservoir, the pump will start inges ng small quan es of air along
with fluid, leading to a loss of pressure and ABC warnings on the dash. The pump is lubricated by the fluid, so this
will put increased wear on the pump if not corrected. If you let the pump run dry, it will be destroyed in quick
order.

So another takeaway is your first ac on on a ABC warning should be to verify you have adequate fluid levels to
protect the pump. Pull over immediately (seconds count) and check to make sure the dash message is not the
result of losing fluid. If the pump runs dry, it will be destroyed in a manner of minutes! Quick ac on can save you
a $2,500-3,000 repair bill.

Here are some DIY resources:
h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/r230-sl-class/1899049-abc-fluid-filter-change-diy.html
h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/a achments/r230-sl-class/888001d1397460364-abc-pump-informa on-
change-part-number-230-abc-bleed.pdf

Hoses

There is a considerable amount of hoses and piping traversing the vehicle. Each connec on point presents an
opportunity for a leak to occur. Keep in mind the plas c panels under the car can mask many fluid leaks. A typical
hose leak repair will cost you $500 - $1000.

The excep on is the high pressure expansion hose that runs from the pump underneath the engine just below
the cranksha  pulley, where it then double backs and heads to the pressure dampener/sensor/check-valve
assembly. To replace the hose requires disconnec ng one of the engine mounts and jacking the engine up a
couple of inches to get it out. Due to the extra labor and it being a specialty hose, it is a more costly
repair...around $1500. Unfortunately it is also a common failure point. Some MB models had a recall on this part.
Be sure to check if your car was part of the recall.

Some people like to speculate that a hose blowing will cause the car to drop suddenly onto its wheels and cause a
crash. This is highly unlikely. The control module has to energize the shutoff valve for each strut to allow fluid to
enter or leave the strut. If the control module senses anything wrong (like a pressure drop), or the control
module itself would fail, then the voltage to the shutoff valves will be interrupted and the valves will close, locking
the fluid in the struts. Conceivably the line between the valve and the strut could fail, or the strut itself could fail,
but I suspect these parts are designed not to "blow" altogether, just develop leaks.
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The Control Module

The control module is the brains of the system.
It is constantly monitoring the inputs from the
sensors, and adjus ng how much fluid should
be in each strut to meet the needs of the
current situa on.
The "sport" switch changes how aggressive the
control module should be about countering the
leaning effects.

The driver can also increase the ride height by
either 1/2 inch or 1 inch. This is useful when
more clearance is needed, like driveways and
speed bumps.

Now if the control module senses inadequate pressure to operate, or if any of the sensors provide
in-plausible data, the system will shut itself down for safety reasons. The offending sensor will be logged for
later retrieval by the SDS system.

Loose connec ons can happen - some mes corrosion builds on the connectors, so pulling the connectors
and cleaning the contact points may help. In one case, an owner had an issue with a broken solder point.
Bad sensors or loose connec ons will o en result in an error code with "fault in component" as part of the
descrip on. Values of 255 from a sensor generally mean "no reading" or "bad input".

Maintenance

Mercedes says this system is maintenance free. But nearly everyone on the message boards agree that the
ABC fluid should be replaced on a regular basis. How frequently is a subject of debate.

My personal opinion is that the fluid and filter should be replaced every 20,000 miles or 2 years, which ever
comes first. Or as another owner suggested, have the fluid changed with every other oil change. It will cost
around $200-300 dollars to purchase the 10 pints of Pentosin CHF 11S fluid, and about $50 for a new filter.
There are DIY write-ups on the web on how to change out the fluid.

Here is an excellent descrip on (message #6 of this thread) on why the fluid should be kept clean:
h p://www.benzworld.org/forums/r230-sl-class/1899889-great-ar cle-importance-abc-fluid-changes.html
 It is somewhat biased in that it is from a company that sells a filter with a magnet in it, but I agree with their
conclusions. They concern themselves more with metal shavings, but the rubber debris that all the rubber
components shed over me also contributes to the eventual failure of components.  The fluid also absorbs
moisture over me which will lead to rust accumula on within the pump.  Ignore what the MB dealer tells
you and flush this ABC fluid regularly!

You should check the fluid levels periodically since it may be your first indica on of a hydraulic leak. Just
because there are not any drops of fluid on your garage floor means you don't have any leaks. The panels
on the underside of the car tend to collect leaked fluid and may mask leaks.

It is extremely important to keep contaminants out of the ABC fluid. Wipe the area around the dips ck
clean, and use a lint free cloth to check the fluids.

The fluid when new is light green and clear. If the fluid has turned brown, it should be replaced. If it has
become black, it is extremely dirty and it will lead to costly repairs. The valve blocks will develop leaky seals
and the car will start sagging overnight. The pump bearings will also be experiencing excessive wear and will
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lead to the pump failing sooner than normal.

For checking the fluid levels, I recommend the following: 1) Take the car for a short drive to warm it up and
purge any air that might be in the system. 2)  With the car running, check the fluid level on the dips ck. 3)
Shut the car off, wait 10 minutes,  and check the level again.  Make sure the ride height is at the normal
se ng (no lights on the switch) when taking the measurements. Note the two fluid levels and the distance
between. If the difference between the two is more then the distance between the two level marks on the
dips ck, then you may have one or more worn accumulators. If so keep a close eye on it. Le ng the fluid
level get too low will risk damaging the pump.

You should also drive the car regularly, at least once per week if not more.  The reason being is all the
hydraulic o-rings and seals do not do well with prolonged inac vity. Seals dry out faster. The o-rings in the
valves become deformed from being held in the same posi on for extended periods of me. Gunk gets the
opportunity to se le and harden. I understand that this is o en the 2nd/3rd/4th car for many and only
driven during summer months. Just understand there is some "cost" to leaving the car sit over the winter.
The most likely impact being corner sagging issues will visit more frequently, in my personal opinion.

Purging air from the system

The system will purge itself of air in the system over me. If you were doing some work and want to get the
air out immediately, you can do so by using the ride height bu on. Cycling through the levels about 15 mes
is sufficient to get most of the air out of the system. The air escapes through a pinhole in the dips ck cap.
The rest will work its way out over me. A rodeo procedure can help speed the process along, but it is NOT
necessary.

Also, some shops or techs are under the mistaken impression that rodeos and/or flushes are necessary
a er replacing components in the ABC system. It is not the case. Cycling through the ride height levels and
adding back any lost ABC fluid is all that is necessary.

Some message board owners have made a good point that doing a rodeo is rather stressful on the system.
Some mes a hose will burst or a strut will fail during the test.  It can be argued that the rodeo helped you
find a component that was about to fail anyway, but who really knows for sure. My point is use this
procedure sparingly.

Costs of Ownership of the ABC System

This is a costly system to repair. Most of the components in the system have a useful life of around 70,000
miles or so. Purchasing a car with 70,000 miles and owning it to 120,000 miles will be a costly proposi on.
There is likely you will have to replace the following during this period of the car's life:

Item Parts Labor Cost

Pump 1500 1000 $2,500

Front Valve Block 1250 1000 $2,250

Rear Valve Block 1250 1000 $2,250

Front Block Accumulator 150 1000 $1,150

Rear Block Accumulator 150 350 $500

Return Accumulator 150 1000 $1,150

Pulsa on Dampener +
Check Valve +
Pressure Sensor Block

1,000 500 $1,500

Struts X 4 (in all likelihood at least 2 will either leak or the
travel sensor inside will fail)

1,250 750 $2,000ea

Total Costs (dealer pricing, all done separately)   $15,300

But there is some good news. With the excep on of the pump, the other components of the ABC system
(the valve blocks, accumulators, and struts) are in easy to access loca ons, and replacing them requires only
basic mechanical skills. There are do it yourself write-ups and videos on the web, and support forums
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where other owners can provide advice.

So if you are the adventurous type that doesn't mind ge ng his hands dirty, then you have lots of op ons to
cut down your repair costs. And you really don't have much to lose other than a tow bill and ea ng a li le
humble pie. If you don't succeed,  just put things back the way they were and get the car to a good Indy
shop and have them do the repair...hopefully with your supplied part.

Item How to Save Money Savings

ABC Fluid It is important to keep this fluid clean and fresh. As me
goes by, the hoses, accumulator membranes, struts, and
other rubber components shed microscopic debris into
the fluid. This debris shortens the life of the components
in the system, especially the valve blocks. This gunk tends to
deposit on the valve surfaces preven ng a good seal.

Microscopic metal shavings will also accumulate in the fluid,
ac ng like sandpaper for your pump bearings and valve
block o-rings.

So flush the fluid every 2-3 years. There is a DIY writeup on
the net.

Also, when accumulators fail, they shed significant size
chunks
of rubber membrane into the system. It is important to be
proac ve about replacing these before they fail, and if one
does fail be sure to flush the fluid to get out as much debris
as you can. Same goes for a pump failure.

Hard to quan fy,
but a significant
savings. It can
prevent or reduce
the frequency of
expensive repairs.

Pump You can replace the pump as a DIY project, and write-ups are
online. It is a li le more challenging than the other
components. Unless you have some experience replacing
power steering, water, and other pumps on engines, it is
probably best le  to the workshop to do.

$0

Front Valve Block There are DIY guides to pull and clean these blocks $2,250

Rear Valve Block There are DIY guides to pull and clean these blocks $2,250

Front Accumulator You can proac vely replace this accumulator any
me the valve block is cleaned or replaced, saving the

labor cost.

$1,000

Rear Accumulator This is a fairly simple DIY project $1,000

Return Accumulator You can proac vely replace this accumulator any
me the rear valve block is cleaned or replaced, saving the

labor costs.

$350

Pulsa on Dampener
Check Valve
Pressure Sensor

The dampener can be replaced as needed. The check valve
and pressure sensor are integrated into the same assembly
and must be purchased together. Replacing it is a fairly
simple DIY
project

$500

Struts There is an alternate supplier (Arno ) that sells replacement
struts for about $500 each. If you are a capable DIY person
you can replace them yourself, or spend about $300 for a
competent repair shop to install them. A SDS system will also
be required to recalibrate the ride height.

$1,250 ea
assuming two
will fail

SAVINGS $10,000 +

Conversion to Standard Coil-Over Struts.
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Another op on is to replace the ABC system altogether with an a ermarket set of coil struts. Strut Masters
sells a conversion kit. It consists of 4 standard struts and an adapter that you connect to the car to fake out
the system to thinking the ABC system is OK.

Cost will be around $3,000-4,000 to have installed. Assuming you wait un l an expensive ABC repair bill
comes up, then the net cost becomes considerably less. You can also sell your used ABC components on
ebay to other owners having failures, and recoup much of this cost.

Of course installing this kit eliminates the advantages of the ABC system. The ride will be a li le harsher and
the handling not as ght. You also will not have any an -sway bars, so if you are an aggressive driver on
corners, the car will have a greater tendency for over-steer(the rear end swinging out). Odds are you would
never no ce the difference unless you drive as if you are at the track.

Having the ABC system replaced is an op on to consider if the fear of future repair costs keeps you up at
night. I strongly recommend doing your homework first on what the ride and handling quality will be like by
seeking out other owners on the forums who have performed this replacement.

Finding a repair shop.

As you can see, this is a highly complex system. And you will find that it is very hit and miss on finding a
shop (including MB dealerships) that are knowledgeable about the ABC system. It is very common for
the workshops to misdiagnose the problem. For example, I had a problem with intermi ent "Drive
Carefully" messages on my dash. The MB dealership first though it was leaking hoses ($1,000), then
they tried the pressure sensor($1,500), and finally replace two accumulators, which was the problem
($1,000). This experience is typical from talking to other owners on the message boards. It also seems
that shop techs are too quick to assume the pump is the problem, when the accumulators or other
components might be the cause.

The shop having a SDS system is a requirement for troubleshoo ng and working on the ABC system. If
the shop you go to for ABC work doesn't have one and tries to convince you it isn't necessary, go
elsewhere! The ABC system will log any problems it has in the form of error codes, and these codes are
necessary to correctly diagnose most problems with the ABC system. These codes cannot be read using
standard OBDC scanners. But keep in mind these codes only provide clues, not answers. It is all too
common for techs using this system to swap out the wrong part because of errors they see in the logs.

I wish you luck on ge ng your ABC problem resolved, and keeping that dreaded "ABC Drive Carefully"
message from appearing.

Darren

PS - As you see below I am glad to offer my advice. Just bear in mind I am not a mechanic, so my
understanding of the ABC system may not be perfect. It is more academic than hands-on experience.
The support forums are good places to get addi onal advice.
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